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in the field . One will be taken and the other left . There will be two men in the

same bed , one will be taken and the other will be left. Well, you say, what nonsense.

In the days when Jesus wrote they did not have artificial light like we do who would

ever work in the fields at nighttime you wouldn't do it and ',You wouldn't have two

men in the same bed in the daytime unless they happened to be sick and they

probably would be in separate beds if they were sick . It just didn't make sense

it was perfect nonsense until you found the earth was round and then with the

earth round and with artificial light it is perfectly sensible but He knew a factor

we did not know but where the Bible does not speak there are so many possible

factors that we simply don't know . I don't like to say that this looks reasonable

and i xxix I don't like to say I won't believe this because this opens the door

to that . Well, there may be other factors we don't know . I like to say what the

Bible says let us take and let us be careful not to go beyond what it says.

So, if I were to make a guess I would say a hundred thousand, two hundred thousand
thousand

I don't know but if somebody wants to say ninehundred xz køxti that is quite

all right . I don't know I think they are probably stretching it but this I understand

if I am correct ly informed you take the skeletons that claim to be human and are

claimed to go way back and they do not arrange in time in any order possible. Some

of the ones that are furtherest back are very, very similar to present day and some

of the ones that are supposed to be very, very early are quite recent and if you took

alll of the men on the face of the world today you would find a lot of them

You don't have a gradation if I am correct.
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